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Abstract The Local Pickup and Delivery Problem (LPDP) has drawn much attention, and
optimization models and algorithms have been developed to address this problem. How-
ever, for real world applications, the large-scale and dynamic nature of the problem causes
difficulties in getting good solutions within acceptable time through standard optimization
approaches. Meanwhile, actual dispatching solutions made by field experts in transportation
companies contain embedded dispatching rules. This paper introduces a Data Mining-based
Dispatching System (DMDS) to first learn dispatching rules from historical data and then
generate dispatch solutions, which are shown to be as good as those generated by expert
dispatchers in the intermodal freight industry. Three additional benefits of DMDS are: (1) it
provides a simulation platform for strategic decision making and analysis; (2) the learned
dispatching rules are valuable to combine with an optimization algorithm to improve the
solution quality for LPDPs; (3) by adding optimized solutions to the training data, DMDS
is capable to generate better-than-actuals solutions very quickly.
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1 Introduction

Competition in the transportation industry has greatly increased in recent years. An efficient
solution to Local Pickup and Delivery Problem (LPDP) can give a transportation company a
competitive advantage from both cost and service standpoints. Reducing the miles traveled
obviously reduces cost, and further savings can be realized through the reduction in the
assets (tractors and trailers) required. Both create a competitive advantage through lower
costs. And customers value carriers with a higher on-time percentage, as it decreases the
pressure on their inventory levels and warehouse space, thereby providing a transportation
company with a competitive advantage through better service.

The traditional way to address LPDPs is to formulate it as a Mixed Integer Program
(MIP). The optimization objective is usually designed to maximize the overall profit over a
planning horizon, or to minimize the costs incurred by empty movements and undelivered
loads. Typically, there are a set of constraints raised from both the load side and the driver
side. On the load side, the time window constraint is a big issue, and many researchers have
provided different formulations and algorithms to address this problem (Bräsy and Gen-
dreau 2005a, 2005b; Wang and Regan 2002; Nanry and Barnes 2000; Dumas et al. 1991;
Desrosiers et al. 1986). Some other constraints have also been considered, such as job/load
precedence constraints (Fagerholt and Christiansen 2000). On the other hand, some con-
straints are also imposed on the driver/vehicle side, such as driver capacities and work
hours (Mourkousis et al. 2003), varying vehicle speeds and unit operating costs, and the
minimum workload of each driver per day (Lim et al. 2006). For solving large-scale prob-
lems, fast and good approximation methods have been widely studied, such as approxi-
mate dynamic programming (Powell et al. 2002; Powell and Carvalho 1998), column gen-
eration (Xu et al. 2001), and various heuristic/metaheuristic methods (Funke et al. 2005;
Campbell and Savelsbergh 2004; Mourkousis et al. 2003; Bräsy and Gendreau 2005a,
2005b; Lim and Wang 2005).

However, in dealing with some complicated and large-scale applications, these optimiza-
tion methods encounter difficulties in producing good results, either because of the diffi-
culties in modeling some messy constraints, or because of unacceptably long computation
time. On the other hand, domain knowledge and experiences are embedded in the histori-
cal decisions made by field experts, and it is worthwhile to learn how they make decisions.
There is also a need in the transportation companies to mimic current dispatch processes for
decision making purposes. Data mining and machine learning techniques have been applied
in some resource allocation problems, and have demonstrated to be a good alternative while
traditional mathematical methods face difficulties in dealing with complex constraints or in
capturing all system characteristics. In Shaw et al. (1992), a scheduling approach is devel-
oped, which employs inductive learning to generate pattern-directed heuristics for making
dynamic scheduling decisions in a flexible manufacturing system. In Li and Ólafsson (2005),
a methodology for using data mining to discover dispatching rules from production data is
introduced and discussed. More papers using data mining and machine learning techniques
for solving decision support, scheduling and delivery problems can be found in Holsapple
et al. (1997), Piramuthu et al. (1998), Ekins et al. (2006).

In this paper, we propose a Data Mining-based Dispatching System (DMDS) that learns
load dispatching rules via data mining and machine learning, and generates feasible solu-
tions for large-scale LPDPs. The dispatching rules derived from historical data do not seek
to find optimal/near-optimal solutions for LPDPs, but to quickly find feasible solutions that
are as good as the solutions from current manual dispatch processes. Such data mining deci-
sion system based on expert knowledge to derive dispatching rules has not been developed
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in previous research. Then, as extensions, we show the additional benefits of this system:
(1) to help transportation companies to make strategy-level decisions by simulating alterna-
tives using DMDS; (2) to utilize the learned dispatching rules to improve the computational
quality and speed of a sampling-based optimization algorithm for LPDPs (Pi et al. 2008);
(3) to quickly generate better-than-actuals solutions by adding optimized solutions to the
training data set and re-train the dispatch rules.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the problem description
and formulation of LPDPs. In Sect. 3, we introduce the DMDS framework and describe
its main modules. In Sect. 4, we apply the DMDS to the intermodal industry and show
the test results. Then, contributions of DMDS are further extended in Sect. 5 by applying
the system to help decision support and to expedite an optimization algorithm for LPDPs.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.

2 Problem description

The basic operations involved in LPDPs can be described as follows (Wang and Regan
2002): On a daily basis, a fixed number of drivers (who are associated with vehicles) initially
locate at certain positions. Each driver has a service time window which is imposed by work
rules. A driver can only handle one load at a time. Within the time window, a driver goes to a
location (origin) to pick up a load and delivers it to another location (destination). After the
delivery of a load, the driver goes to serve another load or becomes idle. During each load
service, there are loaded movements which generate revenues and incur costs, and empty
movements which incur costs but generate no revenue.

In the following, we present a LPDP formulation with some common problem constraints
and key performance indicators (Wang and Regan 2002; Pi et al. 2008). However, the sys-
tem framework we provide can be potentially applied to LPDPs with more complicated
constraints. We use the following notation:
Sets:

– K = {1, . . . , |K|}: the set of drivers.
– L = {1, . . . , |L|}: the set of nodes representing loads which need to be served.
– S = {|L| + 1, . . . , |L| + |K|}: the set of start nodes representing the starting locations of

the drivers. ∀k ∈ K , |L| + k is the start node of driver k.

Parameters:

– al , l ∈ L ∪ S: the start time of each node. For l ∈ S, al represents the work start time of
driver l − |L|.

– bl , l ∈ L ∪ S: the end time of each node. l ∈ S, bl represents the work end time of driver
l − |L|. For ∀l ∈ L, [al, bl] denotes service time window of load l.

– dl , l ∈ L ∪ S: the service duration of each node, which can be assumed to be a constant
value. For l ∈ L, dl includes the pickup duration of load l, the loaded travel time from
pickup location to drop-off location of load l, and the drop-off duration of load l. For
l ∈ S, dl is assumed to be 0.

– v: the vehicle speed, which is assumed to be a constant.
– sl , l ∈ L ∪ S: the loaded travel time of each node. For l ∈ L, sl is the loaded travel time

from pickup location to drop-off location of load l. Loaded travel time is proportional to
the loaded travel distance. For l ∈ S, sl is assumed to be 0.

– Tij , i ∈ L ∪ S, j ∈ L: the empty travel time from drop-off location of load i to pickup
location of load j . Empty travel time is proportional to the empty travel distance.
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Table 1 Key performance indicators

Name Formula

Empty travel mileage EM = ∑
k∈K

∑
j∈L\{i}

∑
i∈L∪S xkij · Tij · v

Loaded travel mileage LM = ∑
k∈K

∑
j∈L\{i}

∑
i∈L∪S xkij · sj · v

Total travel mileage TM = EM + LM

Empty ratio ER = EM/TM

Loaded ratio LR = LM/TM

Number of loads served NLS = ∑
k∈K

∑
j∈L\{i}

∑
i∈L∪S xkij

Percentage of loads served PLS = NLS/|L|
Initial empty travel mileage IEM = ∑

k∈K

∑
j∈L

∑
i∈S xkij · Tij · v

Variables:

– xkij , k ∈ K , i ∈ L ∪ S, j ∈ L: the binary flow variables. If driver k serves loads i and j in
succession, xkij = 1; otherwise, xkij = 0.

– tl , l ∈ L∪ S: the service start time at node l. For l ∈ L, tl represents the start time to serve
load l; for l ∈ S, tl represents the time when driver l − |L| leaves the start location.

The constraints of the problem can be stated as follows:
∑

j∈L

x(l−|L|)lj ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ S, (1)

∑

k∈K

∑

j∈L\{i}
xkij ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ L, (2)

∑

l∈L\{j }
xkjl −

∑

i∈L∪S\{j }
xkij = 0 ∀k ∈ K, j ∈ L, (3)

ti + di + Tij − tj ≤
(

1 −
∑

k∈K

xkij

)

· (bi + di + Tij − aj ) ∀i ∈ L ∪ S, j ∈ L\{i}, (4)

al ≤ tl ≤ bl ∀l ∈ L ∪ S. (5)

Constraints (1) ensure that each driver leaves the start location at most once. It is possible
that a driver might not serve any load during the day. Constraints (2) require each load to be
served at most once. If no driver is dispatched to serve the load, the left hand side will sum
up to zero. Constraints (3) indicate each driver departs from a load location if and only if
that driver serves the load first. Constraints (4) are the temporal constraints of consecutive
loads. Constraints (5) are the time window constraints of loads and drivers.

The optimization objective is usually to maximize the revenue achieved by serving loads
minus fuel cost, as shown in Eq. (6) where α and β are coefficients controlling the impor-
tance of revenue and cost

max α
∑

k∈K

∑

j∈L\{i}

∑

i∈L∪S

xkij · sj · v − β
∑

k∈K

∑

j∈L\{i}

∑

i∈L∪S

xkij · Tij · v. (6)

Some performance indicators are often used in industry to evaluate the dispatch quality.
The key performance indicators are summarized in Table 1. Here, loaded travel mileage is
the drivers’ travel distance with load, and initial travel mileage is the drivers’ empty travel
distance from their domicile locations to the pickup locations of their first load.
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Among these key performance indicators, carriers usually try to minimize EM, ER and
IM, and to maximize LM, LR, NLS, and PLS. However, one solution can hardly outperform
all other solutions for all of these measures, and a trade-off usually has to be made. Other
key performance indicators can be designed to evaluate the solution quality for different pur-
poses. By solving the mathematical formulation we provide using MIP solvers, we will be
able to get some optimized solutions for LPDPs. However, for real-world applications, when
the problem sizes (both number of loads and number of drivers) increase, the mathematical
approach will be very costly to run, both in terms of time and computational resource, and
may be incapable to provide a good solution within the time required to make operational
dispatches. That is the impetus for us to search for a good alternative for operational LPDPs.

3 Data mining-based dispatching system for LPDPs

In the transportation industry, large companies hire dispatchers to do the daily planning and
scheduling work. At a particular time point, a dispatcher makes the decision by personal
experience to assign a load to a driver by looking at available load information and driver
information. Although human dispatchers are not able to provide optimal schedules without
the assist of computer system with optimization algorithms as a core decision engine, they
have accumulated rich experience based on daily practice and adjustment. Historical data
from these companies show that expert dispatchers usually make good dispatch decisions,
in terms of reducing the total empty movements and making schedules more satisfactory
with drivers. Since the dispatch decisions are both task-dependent and dispatcher-dependent,
shifting among multiple rules or their combinations is common in daily load assignment
practices. Due to the complication of these dispatch decision problems, it is difficult to for-
mulate the experts’ knowledge of dispatch rules. On the other hand, these historical dispatch
records have usually been recorded by certain information systems. Modern data mining and
machine learning techniques make it possible to learn dispatch knowledge from historical
data, and to mimic current dispatch processes. The benefit of being able to learn and mimic
the current system is that it will assist the company with strategy-level decision making, and
also serve as a basis to achieve optimal/near-optimal schedules. In this section, we will in-
troduce the framework of the Data Mining-based Dispatching System (DMDS) for LPDPs.

The general framework of DMDS is described in Fig. 1, which includes data preparation
and processing, dispatching rule learning, solution generation, and performance evaluation.
Firstly, historical data is extracted from database, and the data is engineered to fit the training
format. Then, the dispatching rules are learned using machine learning techniques. When a
new set of data needs to be dispatched, decisions are made in a rolling horizon manner based
on the stored rules. The performance evaluation module is an important part as a feedback
mechanism to tune the system parameters, but it is not needed after the system stabilizes
and is well configured for one company. It may be also useful to adapt to a seasonal change
caused by the different amounts of load volumes. We will discuss the system in detail in the
following subsections.

3.1 Data preparation and processing

As a data mining-based system, it is critical to collect, explore and select the right data, to
generate and summarize the attributes and to look for meaningful links among variables.
Much effort is required to prepare and process data since the quality of the training samples
extracted from the huge amount of raw data will directly and greatly affect the later steps:
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Fig. 1 The DMDS framework

good data will give us sufficient information and knowledge for rule learning, while bad data
may lead us in the wrong direction.

According to the characteristics of LPDPs, we generate the samples in the following for-
mat. At a certain decision epoch, loads and drivers in a LPDP have a set of attributes, which
describe the status of individual loads or drivers respectively. Meanwhile, the relative infor-
mation of a load-driver pair contains important attributes for decision making. Generally,
the attributes of each piece of training data contains load l, driver k, and load-driver pair
information, defined as Ilk

Ilk = [Xl,Yk,Zlk]τ ,
Xl = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]τ ,
Yk = [y1, y2, . . . , ym]τ ,
Zlk = [z1, z2, . . . , zs]τ ,

∀l ∈ Lt, ∀k ∈ Kt, ∀t ∈ T .

Xl is the attribute vector of load l at time t , Yk is the attribute vector of driver k at time t ,
and Zlk is the attribute vector of a load-driver pair. T is the set of discrete time points when
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Table 2 Load attributes
Name Description

LSTime Start time of a load

LETime End time of a load

LCurLoc Current location of a load

LDist Loaded travel mileage of a load

LEstTime Estimated service duration of a load

LTrailerType The type of trailer a load requires

Table 3 Driver attributes

Name Description

DBoard Driver board number

DSTime Start time of a driver

DETime End time of a driver

DHomeLoc Home location of a driver

DCurLoc Current location of a driver

DDueTime Estimated remaining time for a driver to finish current task

DRemTime A driver’s estimated remaining work hours

DRemMiles A driver’s estimated remaining mileage during the work hours

DTrailerType The type of trailer a driver currently has in tow

Table 4 Load-driver pair attributes

Name Description

DLTimeDiff Difference between a driver’s remaining work hours and a load’s service duration

DLDist Distance between a driver and a load

decisions are made, such as when a driver is available or a load enters the system, Lt and Kt

are the set of available loads and drivers at time point t , respectively.
According to our observation, potentially useful attributes for LPDPs are provided in

Tables 2, 3, and 4.
Given each load-driver pair Ilk at time t , a decision value Dlk is associated. The deci-

sion value is numerical {0,1} (or nominal {yes,no} depending on which kind of machine
learning technique we choose). At time t when load l was actually assigned to driver k, a de-
cision value “1” is assigned to Dlk ; for other loads l′ (l′ ∈ Lt\{l}), Dl′k is assigned “0”. The
load-driver pair attribute vector and the related decision value form one piece of a training
sample:

Slk = [Ilk, Dlk], ∀l ∈ Lt, ∀k ∈ Kt, ∀t ∈ T .

The general process of preparing training samples is shown in Fig. 2.
In addition to exploring the right data as the training samples, we can make the inputs

more amenable for learning methods using data engineering techniques (Witten and Frank
2005; Li and Ólafsson 2005). Key data engineering techniques that we found useful to our
problem are as follows.
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Fig. 2 General process of preparing training samples

– Data cleansing: Records from the data set may contain incorrect records that caused ei-
ther by the actual errors made by dispatchers in practical operations, or by mistakes that
occurred when historical operations were stored into the database. Detecting and correct-
ing/removing these inaccurate records is necessary for the success of data mining.

– Data transformation: Simple arithmetic transformations of existing attributes may yield
new attributes which can benefit the learning results. An example is the load-driver pair
attributes. For instance, attribute “DLDist” is the distance between a driver and a load,
generated using the geographical locations of the driver and the load in the database.

3.2 Dispatching rule learning

After a set of training samples are extracted from raw data, machine learning techniques are
applied to learn the embedded patterns and preferences of human dispatchers. Each machine
learning algorithm generates a policy π , representing the learned dispatching rules. After
examining various popular learning algorithms, we decided that tree structure is the most
suitable for this type of problems. Several key characteristics that we want to emphasize are
as follows.

– Decision trees use a white box model, compared to the black box model used by some
other algorithms, such as neural networks. The structure of a tree is transparent and easy
to understand and interpret. This property can enable us to learn important attributes from
a well-trained tree.

– The process of producing predictions from decision trees and implementing them is fast.
Once the training process finishes and a decision tree is built, that tree can be used to
predict the results for new inputs rapidly. This is important for solving large-scale LPDPs
with many decisions to be made.

– The training samples have an attribute-value form, which are the preferred form of in-
stances for decision trees.

A number of methods have been developed to induct decision trees over the past twenty
years in the machine learning community. Two types of trees exist, including classification
trees and regression trees (Breiman et al. 1984). We use the ID3 (Quinlan 1986) to induct
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Fig. 3 Examples of decision trees

a classification tree, and use Logistic Regression Tree with Unbiased Selection (LOTUS)
method (Chan and Loh 2004) to induct a regression tree. Although using different techniques
for tree induction (Long et al. 1993), both a classification tree and a regression tree are
suitable to represent dispatching rules. Simple examples of both trees are shown in Fig. 3.
Note that in real applications, a generated tree consists of more nodes and is much more
complicated. We use 10-fold cross validation, and it takes about 15–20 seconds to fit a tree
once the data are loaded. The actual fitted trees vary from case to case. Typically, a fitted
tree has 40–60 terminal nodes and 80–120 total nodes. A tree may have 8–12 levels. Each
terminal node has minimum 50 training instances. The classification accuracy of the trees is
more than 99 %. Although the examples in Fig. 3 are not actual trees, the most important
variables are represented out of all attributes in Tables 2, 3, and 4. For most cases, “DLDist”
is the top-level node, and also presents in many sub-branches. Other important attributes
include “DLTimeDiff”, “DDueTime” and “DRemTime”. These observations are actually
consistent with the thinking process of those dispatch experts. To assign a load to a driver,
he/she usually checks how far away the driver’s delivery location is from the load’s pick-up
location, how long this driver takes to serve current load, how many hours the driver can
work, whether there is enough time for this driver to serve this load, etc.

In Fig. 3(a), the classification tree shows that “DLDist” and “DLTimeDiff” are among
the more important attributes. For example, if one load-driver pair has a “DLDist” greater
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than 18, the observation goes to the right branch, meaning that the load will not be assigned
to the driver since the corresponding leaf node is “no”. The number besides this leaf node is
the sample proportion at this node, called correct ratio. That is, 46006 instances out of 46099
samples have a decision value “no”. If multiple pairs lead to a “yes” node, the proportion
can be used to break the ties. The regression tree in Fig. 3(b) has the similar interpretation,
except that the leaf node represents the ratio of cases with Dlk equals 1 (or “yes”) to the
node sample size. The driver-load pair with the highest value of ratio will be chosen. Ties
can be broken arbitrarily.

Among those available attributes in the database, some of them are irrelevant or redun-
dant. We use domain knowledge to pre-select a set of possible attributes, and then use stan-
dard feature selection methods (Witten and Frank 2005) to eliminate unimportant attributes.
Selection of useful attributes can frequently improve the performance of learning methods
(Liu and Motoda 1998). A separate set of tuning data is used to perform attribute selection.

3.3 Solution generation

Using machine learning techniques, a well-trained decision tree (or other type of learning
result) is generated to represent dispatching rules. Decisions are made for the new obser-
vations at each decision epoch. If a regression tree is used, a numerical value between 0
and 1, called assignment probability, is the output for each pair of new load-driver observa-
tion. If a classification tree is used, the output is expected to be a boolean value ({0,1} or
{yes,no}) indicating the classification. But due to the large number of available pairs, more
than one pair of observation can be classified as “yes”, and ties have to be broken using
the correct ratio, which can be easily transformed to the form of an assignment probability
(“no” decisions are interpreted as 0 probability). The assignment probability is denoted by
plk = π(Ilk) (l ∈ Lt, k ∈ Kt, t ∈ T ). Here, plk represents the probability of assigning load
l to driver k at time t . Generally, the bigger plk is, the more likely load l will be assigned to
driver k.

Another significant problem is that dispatching rules can only make static decisions
whereas the dispatch process is dynamic. The attribute vector of any single driver or load
changes over time, and that can possibly change the next dispatch decision. In order to find
promising assignments dynamically, the solution generation process is designed to run in
a rolling horizon manner. Given a certain learned rule, several solution generation policies
can be used, which provides great flexibility to generate different sets of solutions:

Driver-oriented policy: The drivers are tracked over the course of the day. For example,
once driver k finishes servicing one load at time t , each available load l (∀l ∈ Lt) form a
load-driver pair with driver k. For each attribute vector Ilk , an assignment probability plk is
calculated under the learned rule π . For all these load-driver pairs, load l̂ = arg maxl∈Lt

plk

is assigned as driver k’s next task.
Load-oriented policy: The load-oriented policy is different from the driver-oriented policy

by tracking the loads during their task life cycles instead. For example, at some time t ,
a list of drivers k (∀k ∈ Kt) are available to serve load l. For all possible load-driver pairs,
driver k̂ = arg maxk∈Kt

plk is assigned to serve load l. In the real world, some fraction of
the loads to be moved in a given day become known only a short time before the time
when they have to be served. Loads may also need to be reassigned due to traffic, weather,
or facility delays (Wang and Regan 2002). For these situations, the load-oriented approach
can be useful for capturing the dynamic load information.
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Batch-assignment policy: If a list of loads l (l ∈ Lt) and a group of drivers k (k ∈ Kt) are
previously known at certain time t , we can design a more complex policy to find out the best
assignment schedule for these loads and drivers. The following deterministic assignment
problem is solved at each decision epoch t .

max
∑

l∈Lt ,k∈Kt

plk · flk

s.t.
∑

l∈Lt

flk ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ Kt

∑

k∈Kt

flk ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ Lt

flk ∈ {0,1} ∀l ∈ Lt, ∀k ∈ Kt.

In the above formulation, flk is a binary variable which indicates whether load l is as-
signed to driver k at time point t . The binary variables can be further relaxed as continuous
variables with lower bound as 0 and upper bound as 1.

In our testing cases, we use the driver-oriented policy. The reason is that an event to
trigger the decision process is usually caused by the change of status of drivers, i.e., a driver
started to work or just finished a load. Thus, the driver-oriented policy is more suitable for
our testing scenario. A summary of the assignment process is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Driver-oriented assignment
while end time has not been reached do

Move to the next event time t , i.e., a driver k ∈ Kt is available
for each available load l ∈ Lt do

Generate the attribute list Ilk

Calculate the assignment probability plk via learned rule π

end for
Find load l̂ = arg maxl∈Lt

plk

Mark driver k as unavailable, and load l̂ as assigned
Add the finish of load l̂ to the event list, if driver k is still available at that time

end while

4 Real-world example

In this section, we present a real-world example where the DMDS is adopted for a LPDP
from the intermodal freight industry.

4.1 Background

Truck intermodal operations combine the cost-effectiveness of rail for long haul (linehaul)
movements and the flexibility of trucks for initial and final short haul (drayage) movements.
Intermodal freight transportation has become one of the most financially attractive and envi-
ronmentally responsible modes of transportation. A typical intermodal hub is usually defined
within a certain area and includes the following resources (as shown in Fig. 4): intermodal
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Fig. 4 Intermodal hub

rail ramps, drop locations, pickup locations, drivers (who are associated with tractors), and
trailers.

Generally, the operations at each hub can be modeled as a LPDP. We have made the
following assumptions in our example:

– We only consider those loads which are delivered to or from the locations within a single
hub. We ignore a small fraction of loads which are delivered to locations outside the hub.

– We only consider the local drivers who usually do local deliveries. In real situations,
regional drivers (who usually do long distance one way deliveries) and third party drivers
can sometimes be used to do local deliveries.

4.2 DMDS setting

We received the historical data from Schneider National Inc., one of the largest trucking
companies in North America. We chose the Dallas hub for demonstration purposes. It is one
of Schneider National’s busiest hubs.

The key data that we use include: (1) events data, which record all the pickup, drop-off,
and other types of events that happened during the days; and (2) attributes data, which are
the snapshot of load and driver attributes at the beginning of each day (e.g., 6AM).

After raw data processing, we have the following attributes for use in our data mining
exercise.

– Load attributes: LSTime, LETime, LCurLoc, LDist, LEstTime.
– Driver attributes: DSTime, DETime, DCurLoc, DDueTime, DRemTime, DRemMiles.
– Load-driver pair attributes: DLTimeDiff, DLDist.

We used 25 days of historical data for training. The solution generation process is based
on the driver-oriented policy. The key performance indicators EM, LM, TM, ER, and LR
(refer to Table 1) are used to evaluate solution quality. Both classification tree (CT) inducted
by ID3 and regression tree (RT) inducted by LOTUS are tested.

4.3 Testing results

We test the performance of a set of testing data consisting of ten instances (ten days). We
also compare the performance of the solutions generated by the DMDS to the historical
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Table 5 Performance of actual
solutions Instance EM LM TM ER (%) LR (%)

1 2753.8 8673.6 11427.4 24.10 75.90

2 4104.5 8108.4 12212.9 33.61 66.39

3 3389.4 8322.1 11711.5 28.94 71.06

4 3074.0 8270.1 11344.0 27.10 72.90

5 2959.3 7460.2 10419.5 28.40 71.60

6 2377.2 6836.0 9213.2 25.80 74.20

7 2466.9 6872.5 9339.4 26.41 73.59

8 2810.8 7569.9 10380.7 27.08 72.92

9 2600.5 7582.6 10183.1 25.54 74.46

10 2578.0 6987.8 9565.8 26.95 73.05

Average 2911.4 7668.3 10579.8 27.52 72.48

Table 6 Performance of
solutions generated by CT Instance EM LM TM ER (%) LR (%)

1 2576.6 8749.5 11326.1 22.75 77.25

2 3032.8 7754.1 10786.9 28.12 71.88

3 3199.1 8586.4 11785.5 27.14 72.86

4 2297.7 7212.8 9510.5 24.16 75.84

5 2866.0 7322.4 10188.4 28.13 71.87

6 2255.4 7017.3 9272.7 24.32 75.68

7 2371.1 6973.8 9344.8 25.37 74.63

8 2593.0 6857.1 9450.1 27.44 72.56

9 2878.1 7035.6 9913.7 29.03 70.97

10 2816.3 6973.8 9790.1 28.77 71.23

Average 2688.6 7448.3 10136.9 26.52 73.48

decisions made by dispatchers. The performance of actual solutions from dispatchers is
shown in Table 5, and the performance of our computational results is shown in Tables 6
and 7. Here, one instance consists one day’s data, and the performance indicators are EM,
LM, TM, ER and LR as introduced in Table 1. (The numerical results presented in this paper
are not real values due to confidentiality considerations. We manipulated the results in the
following manner: all the EM values are multiplied by an identical coefficient ωe , and all
the LM values are multiplied by another coefficient ωl .)

The solutions generated by the DMDS using “CT” and “RT” are slightly better than ac-
tual solutions from experienced dispatchers, with respect to key performance indicators. For
example, the average loaded ratio (LR) of the actual solutions is 72.48 % and the average LR
of the generated solutions is 73.48 % using “CT”, and 73.91 % using “RT”. It indicates that
our DMDS is capable to learn useful dispatch knowledge from historical data. The fact that
generated solutions are slightly better than actual solutions may be caused by the random-
ness of some parameters in real situation, which we assume to be constant in DMDS, such as
vehicle speed (v) and travel time (Tij ). The simulation results also show that “RT” performs
slightly better than “CT”, but the difference is not obvious. In the remaining tests, we there-
fore choose “RT” as our default option. It is worth mentioning here that the computational
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Table 7 Performance of
solutions generated by RT Instance EM LM TM ER (%) LR (%)

1 2611.3 8749.5 11360.8 22.98 77.02

2 2936.2 7754.1 10690.3 27.47 72.53

3 3262.1 8586.4 11848.5 27.53 72.47

4 2090.7 7212.8 9303.5 22.47 77.53

5 3107.1 7322.4 10429.5 29.79 70.21

6 2077.5 7017.3 9094.9 22.84 77.16

7 2279.3 6973.8 9253.1 24.63 75.37

8 2347.0 6857.1 9204.0 25.50 74.50

9 2658.0 7035.6 9693.6 27.42 72.58

10 2916.8 6973.8 9890.5 29.49 70.51

Average 2628.6 7448.3 10076.9 26.09 73.91

time on generating the solutions for each instance is typically around 1 minute, compared to
the much longer time using optimization (such as 15 minutes as we set in our optimization
algorithm in next section). It is one of the benefits of using data mining-based approach.

5 Application extensions

In the previous section, DMDS targets on learning actual load assignment rules and gen-
erating solutions comparable to those generated by dispatch exporters in a rolling horizon
manner. In this section, we demonstrate that DMDS is also valuable in helping strategic de-
cision making in industry, and further improving the solution quality by combining with an
optimization algorithm for LPDPs.

5.1 Strategic decision making

In trucking companies, some strategy-level decisions have to be made, in order to make
the company more competitive in the industry, or to increase the total revenue by reducing
certain operational costs. One important issue in trucking companies is the selection of the
drivers’ park locations, also called domicile locations, from several alternatives. The truck-
ing company typically has several park locations where the drivers start and end their daily
tasks. Usually, a park location is chosen to be close to a rail ramp where loads are frequently
moved in and out, so that the drivers may be assigned to pickup a load from the ramp with-
out adding too much empty mileage. Sometimes, due to the change of the company’s supply
chain, such as adding or removing a ramp, a new park location might be needed, or it could
be necessary to relocate a park location. The decisions were usually made by the manager
who chooses a location according to his/her experience. It seems to be a good way so far
because no real change could be made before the decision is made.

Now, with the help of DMDS, more reliable decisions can be made by running the system
to simulate the real situations. Since the DMDS generates schedules for the operational level
planning quickly, it can be a great tool to facilitate such strategy-level decision making.
For the park location selection problem, the manager usually has several options to choose
from, based on the building cost and land availability of such locations. Then, we can mimic
the real operations by adding or removing a park location to the dispatching system, and
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Table 8 Simulation results of
test scenarios Scenario IEM EM LM TM ER (%) LR (%)

Actual 693.7 2803.3 8392.2 11195.4 25.04 74.96

0 707.3 2879.1 8422.0 11301.1 25.48 74.52

1 685.2 2818.0 8422.0 11239.9 25.07 74.93

2 642.9 2938.6 8422.0 11360.6 25.87 74.13

3 438.6 3303.2 8422.0 11725.2 28.17 71.83

observe the average performance of each scenario. It is a reliable and valuable tool to help
the manager rule out some bad options, and assist him/her to make a choice among the most
competitive candidates.

Due to confidentiality considerations, we present an engineered example, with results
multiplied by the same coefficients as mentioned in Sect. 4. Similar data from Schneider
National at Dallas hub is used, but with different days. The testing scenario is described as
follows. The default domicile location at Dallas hub for Schneider National is its Opera-
tions Center (OC). Observing the historical data, it shows that a large amount of loads went
through a location called XYZ (name is made up here for confidentiality reason). The pro-
posed decision is to build up a domicile location at XYZ, so that the operational cost can be
lowered. We further design four test scenarios. Scenario 0: maintain the current flow without
considering XYZ; Scenario 1: 50 % drivers parked at OC move to XYZ; Scenario 2: 75 %
drivers parked at OC move to XYZ; Scenario 3: 100 % drivers parked at OC move to XYZ.
We simulated 10 days’ data and the average results are presented in Table 8. In Scenarios 2
and 3, the drivers who move to XYZ are randomly selected. Table 8 shows that there is no
obvious benefit to open a domicile location at XYZ. Although assigning more drivers to park
at XYZ can reduce the initial empty mileage, which may improve drivers’ satisfaction, the
total loaded mileage and the loaded ratio does not increase as expected (even decrease sig-
nificantly by about 3 % for Scenario 3). Therefore, the decision makers may need to further
investigate the total set-up cost of XYZ, such as land cost, building cost and maintenance
cost, in order to validate its financial benefit. Furthermore, we validate again that the solu-
tions generated by DMDS is close to the solutions generated by dispatchers, by comparing
Scenario 0 to the real situation (row with Scenario “Actual”).

The above example demonstrates how DMDS is beneficial to assist the decision makings
when alternatives are expensive to compare in the real world. The decision makers will be
able to compare possible outcomes by simulating real operations without making any real
change to the current system. However, current dispatching system is not optimal most of the
time, and it is possible that the decision may change under an improved system. In Sect. 5.2,
we will show how DMDS can help achieve better solutions in a faster manner by combining
with a heuristic algorithm for LPDPs.

5.2 Improving performance of optimization algorithm

For solving large-scale LPDPs in industry, many methods have been proposed as reviewed
in Sect. 1. Some methods (Dumas et al. 1991; Desrosiers et al. 1986; Lim et al. 2006)
rely on the power of mathematical programming. However, these methods can only solve
small-size instances. Therefore, heuristic/metaheuristic methods are developed to solve
large-scale problems (Lim et al. 2006; Wang and Regan 2002; Nanry and Barnes 2000;
Mourkousis et al. 2003; Funke et al. 2005; Campbell and Savelsbergh 2004). These heuris-
tics, including metaheuristics, aim to find good solutions quickly or target on certain types of
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problems difficult to formulate or/and solve by standard mathematical programming algo-
rithms. There is the prospect of combining the strength of mathematical programming with
the flexibility of metaheuristics. In Pi et al. (2008), we proposed a hybrid nested partitions
and mathematical programming (HNP-MP) approach for combinatorial optimization. The
HNP-MP approach adopts nested partitions (NP) (Shi and Ólafsson 2000) as the framework
to partition the solution space and focus search effort on the most promising region which
is further partitioned in the next iteration. The samples are drawn from each subregion to
decide which one is most promising, and the standard mathematical programming is used to
evaluate the quality of each sample.

We will briefly present HNP-MP for solving LPDPs, and then introduce how DMDS can
help improve the performance of HNP-MP. Here, the mathematical formulation for LPDPs
is represented by Eqs. (1)–(6), although there are modifications to the formulation when
applying to the intermodal example in Sect. 4.

HNP-MP algorithm for LPDPs

S0: (Initialization) Set the most promising region as the whole solution space, that is, fix
xklj = 1,∀(k, l, j) ∈ Q where Q = ∅. Set the surrounding region, complementary re-
gion of the most promising region, as ∅. Go to S1.

S1: (Partial sampling) For the most promising region, solve the linear programming (LP)
relaxation of formulation (1)–(6) fixing xklj = 1,∀(k, l, j) ∈ Q, and denote the LP so-
lution by (x̂ijk, t̂l). Randomly draw partial samples based on the LP solution. Follow
similar steps for the surrounding region.
A partial sample is a feasible solution in which every load is assigned to a driver, but
the service sequence and start time of each load is not determined. Mathematically, if
load l is assigned to driver k, fix xk′lj = 0,∀k′ ∈ K,k′ �= k, j ∈ L.
The LP solution-based sampling is performed in the following fashion: ∀k ∈ K, l ∈
L ∪ S, define Zkl = ∑

j∈L x̂klj . The probability that load l is assigned to k is linear
correlated to Zkl positively.

S2: (Evaluation) Solve the MIP (1)–(6) using mathematical programming solver, for each
partial sample (with xk′lj = 0 fixed in S1). Compare the objective values of all samples.
If the best sample (x∗

ijk, t
∗
l ) is from the most promising region, go to S3; otherwise, go

to S4.
S3: (Further partitioning) For all x∗

klj = 1, add N pairs of (k, l, j) to set Q, where the N

selected pairs have the highest values of Zkl . This is called LP solution-based partition-
ing, where N is a chosen parameter. Go to S5.

S4: (Backtracking) Set the superregion that contains current most promising region as the
next most promising region. Go to S5.

S5: (Stopping criteria) If the stopping conditions satisfy, stop and output the current best
solution; otherwise, go to S1.

The HNP-MP approach has been applied to solve large-scale LPDPs and has shown its
advantages in solving randomly generated instances (Pi et al. 2008). However, in solving
real world settings, we have found that the quality of solutions depends on the instances. For
many cases, LP solution-based sampling and LP solution-based partitioning do not lead to
high quality samples and partitions, which causes frequent backtracking and mediocre solu-
tion quality. On the other hand, past computational experience on nested partitions method
show that combining with domain knowledge usually results in better performance. There-
fore, we believe the dispatching rules learned by DMDS can play a valuable role in HNP-MP
algorithm for solving LPDPs.
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In Sect. 3, we have seen a decision tree derived by learning the historical data. Using
a decision tree similar to that in Fig. 3, we are able to obtain a probability of load l being
assigned to driver k, denoted by pkl . Hereby, we can design dispatching rule-based sampling
(Algorithm 2) and dispatching rule-based partitioning (Algorithm 3).

Algorithm 2 Dispatching rule-based sampling
for each load l ∈ L ∪ S do

for each driver k ∈ K do
Evaluate the value of pkl using the decision tree learned in DMDS

end for
Calculate sampling weights: wkl = Prob(assign load l to driver k) = pkl/

∑
k′∈K pk′l

Draw a driver k̃ using weighted sampling, and assign load l to driver k̃

end for
Output the partial sample

Algorithm 3 Dispatching rule-based partitioning
i ← 0
while i < N do

Select the pair (k̃, l̃) with highest value of pkl (ties can be broken arbitrarily)
if (k̃, l̃, j ) �∈ Q, ∀j ∈ L and ∃j̃ ∈ L such that x∗

k̃l̃j̃
= 1 then

Q ← Q ∪ {(k̃, l̃, j̃ )}
i ← i + 1

end if
Delete p

k̃l̃
from the list of pkl

end while
Fix xklj = 1,∀(k, l, j) ∈ Q for the next most promising region

These two algorithms fully utilize the domain knowledge derived by DMDS, and have
been proven to be very useful in expediting the search for a good sample and a good parti-
tion in real world instances. By replacing LP solution-based sampling/partitioning with dis-
patching rule-based sampling/partitioning, we do not need to solve the LP relaxation which
also saves computational time. We call the new algorithm DMDS-driven HNP-MP (DMDS-
HNP-MP) approach. To test the effectiveness of proposed approaches, we use the same data
source as that in Sect. 5.1. The computational time is set to 15 minutes, and each MIP is
solved by CPLEX 10 with 4 parallel threads. The tests are run in a computer with Intel Xeon
3.16 GHz CPU and 16 G RAM. Notice that the DMDS-HNP-MP algorithm uses the tree
learned in the data mining process. The time spent on data mining is difficult to count due
to human interactions in data preparation and processing step. Furthermore, a well-trained
tree can be used repeatedly in DMDS-HNP-MP algorithm without further training. Hence,
we do not account for the time spent on learning the tree in this comparison.

The average performance is compared in Table 9. The table shows that both optimization
algorithms obtain better results than the real dispatching results. A lower empty mileage
and a higher loaded mileage have been achieved by optimization. Also, the results show
that DMDS-HNP-MP outperforms HNP-MP for all performance indicators. However, the
improvements are not as great as we expected. After analyzing the data, we think the reason
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Table 9 Performance
comparison between HNP-MP
and DMDS-HNP-MP

Scenario EM LM TM ER (%) LR (%)

Actual 2803.3 8392.2 11195.4 25.04 74.96

HNP-MP 2509.7 8673.9 11183.6 22.44 77.56

DMDS-HNP-MP 2390.7 8815.2 11205.9 21.33 78.67

Table 10 Performance of
feeding DMDS with optimized
solutions

EM LM TM ER (%) LR (%)

2645.0 8519.5 11164.5 23.69 76.31

is that we try to optimize the real scenarios which have been tailored by the dispatching rules
in reality. That is, when the business accepts loads to serve, they have already considered
the capacity of current dispatch system. Therefore, some loads have been declined and are
not in the historical data. If we take these potential loads into consideration, we expect to
achieve higher loaded mileage by running optimization algorithms.

In the above, we show how the learned dispatch rules are used to improve the perfor-
mance of optimization algorithm and achieve better dispatching results. On the other hand,
the optimized solutions can be fed into the DMDS system, so that an improved dispatch
rule can be learned and used to generate better-than-actuals solutions. To demonstrate this
conclusion, we run the optimization algorithm for each day of the training data, and use the
optimized solutions as the new training set. The re-trained regression tree is used to gener-
ate new solutions for the same days in Table 9. The performance indicators are shown in
Table 10. Comparing the results to those in Table 9, it is clear that we are able to achieve
better performance by feeding DMDS with optimized solutions. The empty travel mileage
has been reduced and the empty ratio has been reduced about 1.5 %. Therefore, DMDS
provides a quick approach to the LPDPs by feeding the system with good or optimized so-
lutions. From Tables 9 and 10, we also notice that even though the new training data are the
optimized solutions, the solutions generated by DMDS are worse than those using optimiza-
tion algorithms (23.69 % ER by DMDS vs. about 22 % ER by optimization algorithms). We
believe this is because the solutions provided by optimization algorithms cannot be fully
captured by a regression tree, while the tree structure is more natural to represent the deci-
sion processes of human dispatchers.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a new data mining-based dispatching system (DMDS) for solving the local
pickup and delivery problem is presented. The DMDS learns dispatching rules from ex-
pert dispatchers using historical data, and generates solutions to LPDPs in a rolling horizon
manner. A real application in the intermodal freight industry has shown that the system can
mimic the dispatchers’ activities quite well. That means the dispatching rules that we de-
rived by data mining can well represent the experienced dispatchers’ policy and knowledge.
The solution generation procedure is highly efficient, which can be beneficial for large-scale
dynamic problems. It is valuable to assist the decision makings in trucking industry without
making real changes to the system.

Based on the knowledge of field experts, the DMDS can provide a set of daily dispatch
solutions as good as historical solutions given by field experts. But these schedules are not
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optimal solutions most of the time. We perform some preliminary studies to combine the
DMDS with an optimization algorithm for LPDPs. The learned rules from DMDS are useful
inputs to an optimization algorithm to improve the computational speed and solution quality
for LPDPs. More studies can be done by investigating other optimization techniques as
reviewed in Sect. 1. In turn, the solutions of optimization algorithms can be used as inputs
to the DMDS. These solutions contain more efficient dispatching rules than historical data
do, and therefore the resulting DMDS is able to generate better-than-actuals solutions.
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